QUALITY DETECTOR FOR WATER HUNTERS
“I have been treasure hunting for more than 37 years and while I am always willing to hunt for
all types of lost valuables, my favorite form of treasure hunting is water hunting. The thrill of
seeing the glint of a gold ring or old silver coin in the bottom of my scoop has not waned since
I first ventured into the water with a detector in the early 1970s. One of the first underwater
detectors I used years ago was the original Sea Hunter from Garrett Metal Detectors. With that
unit and subsequent Sea Hunters — both pulse induction and VLF/TR models — I recovered
countless coins and pieces of jewelry from sites around the world. So, when I heard that Garrett
was sending me one of their new Sea Hunters to test, I was anxious to see what changes had
been made to an already proven design...
“The Sea Hunter Mark II follows in the footsteps of its predecessor and provides water hunters with a quality metal detector that has been designed to provide years of service with features
not found on other pulse detectors. With the innovative discrimination circuit found on the
Mark II, one is able to not only ignore black sand and salt water typical of pulse induction units
but much of the trash commonly encountered in popular sites such as swimming beaches.
“The Mark II comes complete with everything you need to configure the detector for beach
hunting, wading or diving without the need to purchase any additional components. The only
aspect you may want to look at changing is the use of bolts rather than spring clips in assembling the detector. I replaced two of the four bolts with spring clips which makes it easier to
adjust the length of the shaft or collapse the unit for travel.”
The full review by Andy Sabisch was published in the June 2000 issue, page 14, of:
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